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Types of exhibitions
• international - with participation of representatives from the 

different countries
• interregional - with participation of representatives from 

different regions in one country
• regional - with we will speed up representatives from different 

cities



Olympia Exhibition Centre
Olympia Exhibition Centre is one of the oldest exhibition complexes 
of Great Britain. It was opened in 1886 on the place of a 
hippodrome. And today it remains one of the main venues of the 
largest international exhibitions.



National Exhibition Centre
The exhibition center of Birmingham is situated in heart of Great 
Britain, in 8 miles to the east from the center of Birmingham. The 
first exhibition has taken place here in 1976. At the moment 
National Exhibition Centre is one of the most popular exhibition 
centers of Europe. Yearly it takes about 160 large international 
exhibitions. Nearly 4 million people yearly visit this exhibition 
center.



ExCeL Exhibition Centre
ExCeL London (ExCeL Exhibition Centre) — the exhibition center 
in Nyyuem.It was opened in November, 2000. During this time 
the center was visited by more than 12 million guests from more 
than 200 countries of the world participating in events of 
absolutely different orientation – from sports competitions and 
religious festivals to ceremonies and various conferences.



Euro Bus Expo 2017 - European specialized conference and 
exhibition of the industry of production of buses. It is held once 
in 2 years, beginning in 2006.



IFE - the only universal fair of drinks and food products 
dedicated to innovations in this area, which is allowing 
responsible persons of the different countries to increase the 
competitive ability, and also providing to attention of the 
consumer products from all over the world. The history of the 
IFE exhibition (International Food & Drink Event) began in 
1979, since then the forum takes place every two years.



The World MoneyShow - World financial and investment forum. 
This is the best place for meeting investors and traders with the 
participation of companies selling their shares, an excellent 
opportunity to learn about new investment opportunities.



Exposition "Rubens and Rembrandt“
The museum focuses attention: styles and approaches in 

painting by Rubens and Rembrandt were completely 
different, but both worked at about the same time, both 

were great masters who influenced their own and 
subsequent generations, and lived relatively close to 

each other. Rubens "ruled" in Flanders, was erudite and 
diplomatic, always made concessions to customers and 

earned the trust of many royal courts of Europe. 
Rembrandt also paved his way in Leiden and 

Amsterdam, was bold in search and independent and 
almost never left the Netherlands.





The collection of cars of 
James Bond

The largest collection of James bond's car exhibited in 
London. The exhibition "bond in Motion" is represented 
by cars equipped with various devices and weapons, 
and various props from the shooting of "007".





Robots
On the last exhibition at the science Museum will show the first 
examples of modern instances of robotics. For example, 
animatronic baby robot. "Baby" is almost indistinguishable from a 
real child: he makes sounds, breathes, moves his arms and legs.







Helitech International 2017 - international 
conference and exhibition of the 

helicopter industry





INFRARAIL
The first exhibition was held at the INFRARAIL exhibition at G-Mex in 
Manchester in 1994 and was designed to become exhibit No. 1 in the railway 
industry in the UK. During the exhibition INFRARAIL has become the largest 
international forum in the UK that meet the diverse demands of the railway 
industry.
Profiles of the exhibition:
• construction and maintenance of Railways
• materials and components for the construction of Railways
• system traffic control and communication systems
• electrification of the Railways
• the power supply of the locomotive fleet
• equipment for depots and repair shops
• security systems, labour safety





DSEi
International exhibition DSEi is the modern equipment and 
technologies for all segments of the defense industry: 
• Military ammunition and equipment, special vehicles, 

surveillance systems, optical instruments, police equipment, 
training programs and software.

• Systems and technologies of public safety; 
• Unmanned and automatically controlled systems, robotics; 
• Medical equipment, means of personal protection and rescue.







Valentina Tereshkova 
The first woman in space

The flight of Valentina Tereshkova in spaceship "Vostok-6" was 
held on June 16, 1963. Her Callsign was "Seagull". Since then, 
space has been 59 women, three from Russia and the Soviet 
Union. 
Among the exhibits are personal belongings Valentina 
Vladimirovna: jumpsuit, gloves and a knife for cutting of the sling, 
with which she made almost a hundred parachute jumps. Also 
represented Komsomol card, and the lute, where Tereshkova was 
playing during work in a textile factory. And, of course, at the 
exhibition a lot associated with space exploration exhibits.







You Say You Want a Revolution? Records 
and Rebels 1966-1970

This impressive exhibition in the V & A museum is dedicated to the 
roaring sixties and all the iconic cultural events and events of the 
time when the children of flowers thought that the future was in 
their hands and that beauty would save the world, and the slogan 
"Make love no war" sounded every step of the way. Then in 
culture and art a revolution was really taking place, and the 
society was stirred up by the unprecedented activity of the youth, 
protesting against everything that seemed to it to be bourgeois 
and reactionary.





Thank you for 
attention


